Integrator
Peer Forum
The EOS® Integrator Peer Forum brings
together people who are performing the
integrator role at a company currently
implementing or that has previously
implemented EOS.

Overview of Membership

Structure of Membership

Keystone has identified the need to bring together
these individuals who are functioning in the
integrator role to share best practices and create a
deeper learning of the EOS tools and how to drive
successful adoption throughout the organization.

The Keystone EOS Integrator Peer Forum is structured
in a monthly 1.5 hour in-person or virtual meeting. It will
also provide each member with access to a private
LinkedIn group for additional support outside of the
meeting.

Each peer forum session will be facilitated by a
Certified EOS Implementer. The session will focus
on a combination of peer integrators sharing their
best practices and issues and a deep dive into an
agreed upon EOS tool for further mastery and use
within their respective organizations.

The Peer Forum groups will be put together with a
process to ensure competitors are not in the same
groups for confidentiality reasons. Each Peer Forum will
be capped at 8 members to ensure all attendees are
able to get their topics and issues discussed. All Peer
Forum members will also be required to sign full
confidentiality agreements to ensure the work and
discussion that is done in the meetings remains
confidential.

Integrators can expect to create deep relationships
with other peers and learn how to have a deeper
impact with their EOS tools and concepts. This will
be accomplished through peer to peer best practice
sharing and focused training topics driven by peer
forum members.

Peer Forum meetings will be held at Keystone offices as
well as hosted at Peer Forum member offices. A
schedule will be set for each group depending on the
needs of the members to identify the best day and time.

Membership Packages
One-time payment or monthly payment options available
*Due to creating a trusted peer network within this forum we are requiring a 6-month commitment.
Included in BOTH Pricing Options
• 12 in-person or virtual peer forum meetings
• Breakfast or lunch provided at each peer forum meeting
• Coaching and assistance from the Keystone team on EOS tools and templates as needed
• Access to a private LinkedIn group to share best practices, ask questions and get assistance between meetings
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